We consider minisuperspace gravity system described by piecewise flat metric discontinuous on three-dimensional faces (tetrahedra). There are infinite terms in the Einstein action. However, starting from proper regularization, these terms in the exponential of path integral result in pre-exponent factor with δ-functions requiring vanishing metric discontinuities. Thereby path integral measure in Regge calculus is related to path integral measure in Regge calculus where length of an edge is not constrained to be the same for all the 4-tetrahedra containing this edge, i.e. in Regge calculus with independent 4-tetrahedra. The result obtained is in accordance with our previous one obtained from symmetry considerations.
Regge calculus (RC) [1] is general relativity for piecewise flat Riemannian metrics, i. e. those ones which are flat everywhere with exception f the set of zero measure. These manifolds can be viewed as collection of flat 4-dimensional tetrahedra or 4-simplices fitted to each other on their common 3-faces (usual tetrahedra). The curvature distribution residues on the 2-faces, i. e. triangles or 2-simplices σ 2 . Metric can be chosen affine in each of the 4-simplex σ 4 . When passing through a 3-face σ 3 metric generally changes, but only its normal to σ 3 component. The lengths of the 3-face σ 3 should be unambiguous when we pass from one 4-simplex to another one, so tangential metric should not suffer from discontinuity. Recently the so-called area RC [2, 3] is of interest where continuity of metric is violated [4] . This is because number of 2-faces is larger than the number of edges σ 1 . Therefore edge lengths should generally be ambiguous. The interest to area RC is provided by an idea that areas of the triangles are more natural than the edge lengths [5] . In [6] we have considered general case when there is no any relations connecting lengths of the same edge when passing from one 4-tetrahedron to another one. (Whereas area RC implies that areas of the same triangle be the same in the different 4-tetrahedra containing this triangle.) Suggesting to interpret this as discontinuity of (tangential component of) metric we have found the path integral measure in RC in terms of that in RC with independent 4-tetrahedra and thus ambiguous edge lengths. This has been done by projecting in configuration superspace the measure in the RC with independent 4-tetrahedra onto hypersurface corresponding to ordinary RC. The arising δ-function factor needed to provide vanishing the metric discontinuities has being fixed by symmetry considerations. Now we would like to accurately determine the factor following from exp(iS g ) upon direct substitution of the (properly regularized) discontinuous metric into Einstein action S g .
We consider Minkowsky metric g λµ with signature (−, +, +, +), λ, µ, . . . = 0,1,2,3.
It is assumed constant in each 4-tetrahedra σ 4 . Let x n be coordinate normal to the considered 3-face σ 3 . The metric is chosen as ds
Here indices α, β, . . . take on 3 values, n is 4th index. Denote matrix g αβ for given σ 3 as g σ 3 . The 3-face σ 3 can be timelike or spacelike one, sgn det g σ 3 = −sgng nn . The g σ 3 undergoes jump ∆ σ 3 g σ 3 (or simply ∆g σ 3 ) across σ 3 . Let us approach to this via dependence on x n close to stepwise one which is linear in the interval ∆x n → 0. Singular term in S g is
It will be convenient in what follows write out appearing here matrix of bilinear in g αβ,n form as
slightly generalizing it to λ = 1, λ → 1. For certain σ 3 denote it as M σ 3 . It is also important to define dimensionless regularisation parameter ε as
Here 6|V σ 3 | = ∆ 3 x | det g σ 3 | is 6 × module of volume of σ 3 . So we get factors in the path integral
Exponential reminds simplicial DeWitt supermetric on 3-geometries (see, e. g., [7] ).
Also it will be of interest to know result of reduction in (4) of 3D metric to 1D or 2D subspace, i. e.
Thus generalize notation (4) to
where at d = 1,2 index σ d means reduction of M, ∆g to these subspaces.
We issue from
at ε → 0 as distribution on standard set of probe functions. Also
and eventually
V σ d is the volume of σ d . We should take product of these factors at d = 3 over
This contains extra δ-functions and thus δ-functions of zero. These are connected with cycles around triangles σ 2 . Given a link σ 1 and a triangle σ 2 ⊃ σ 1 , the lengths squared of σ 1 in the 4-tetrahedra σ 
1 . This product is not well-defined for it contains δ-function of zero,
Here ′ is well-defined product of δ-functions obtained by omitting any one of the fac-
. There are two else links forming the given triangle σ 2 so we get δ The result of throwing away extra factor δ σ 1 (0) can be written as
Considering this for all the links σ 1 , we can write (11) as
well-defined).
(0) follows from (9) read from right to left,
Reduction of matrix M to 1-dimensional subspace is zero, and this is just the reason why do we have introduced λ = 1 in (2) for the intermediate regularization. The factor
(1 − λ) −1/2 in (9) can be included into overall normalization factor for measure. Then we can pass to the limit λ → 1. Substituting into (14) we get
The symmetry of this result (w.r.t. the different simplices) is due to the above choice of dimensionless ε (3) (which absorbs V σ 3 ) as regularization parameter universal for different 3-faces σ 3 . Were it not so, above δ The question may arise why can not we do the same for any field different from gravity. Peculiar feature of gravity is that physical curvature distribution has 2-dimensional support while "virtual" curvature responsible for independence of neighboring 4-tetrahedra develops in the interior of 3-faces, that is, live at another points.
It would be quite unnatural to suggest that effect of these points of 3-faces depends on another points, those of boundary 2-faces (i. e. that ε depends on defect angles).
Contrary to that, physical non-gravity field such as electromagnetic one, is distributed everywhere over 4-volume, including points of 3-faces. Therefore corresponding ε well may depend on characteristics of this field. The problem of specifying ε and thus the measure would require additional assumptions in this case.
The result obtained defines factor which connects path integral measure of genuine RC dµ Regge with the measure corresponding to the action on independent 4-tetrahedra but without terms singular at ε → 0, i. e. to the action which allows discontinuous metrics. If the action on independent 4-tetrahedra is the sum of independent parts referring to different 4-tetrahedra, the latter measure is evidently the product of those ones for separate 4-tetrahedra dµ(σ 4 ),
